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Release Notes
Mainframe Team Center – Automation (MTC-A)

Mainframe Team Center – Automation (MTC-A) is the new automation administration UI for CA OPS/MVS. Release 13.0
is the first release and is installed with CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation.

This article explains the initial features in MTC-A 13.0. MTC-A lets you view CA OPS/MVS rules that reside on the
mainframe in a modern, Web-browser user interface. You can view ruleset lists, rule lists, and rule detail on multiple CA
OPS/MVS systems. Additional administration functionality will be introduced in future releases of MTC-A. 

NOTE

 Install MTC-A from CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation - 13.0 (via FMID's CCLXD00 and
CCLXD01).

For installation requirements and instructions, see the CA OPS/MVS documentation.  

Rule Management

Log in to MTC-A using mainframe credentials. The web interface lets you view rules on multiple CA OPS/MVS systems.

•  View System List: The navigation accordion lists the participating CA OPS/MVS systems.
•  View Ruleset List: Selecting a CA OPS/MVS system expands the navigation accordion to show the rulesets on that

system.
•  View Rule List : Selecting a ruleset expands the navigation accordion to show the rules in the ruleset.
•  View Rule Detail: Selecting a rule shows the rule detail in the main body of the Rules Management page. Rule detail

can include event id, type, created date, last updated date, last updated user id, size, enabled status and rule source. 
•  Search for Rules: Use the search bar located above the rule accordion list to search for a given rule or set of rules.
•  Filter Rules: Open the filter and select criteria to filter which rules are displayed in the rule accordion. 

Special Considerations

This section contains special considerations and limitations for the current release of MTC-A.

Rule Management

MTC-A displays rules from multiple CA OPS/MVS systems. Information on displaying rules is in Rule Management .
Limitations for displaying rules in the current MTC-A release are described below. 

Rule detail for enabled and disabled rules

Currently, MTCA obtains rule detail using the underlying infrastructure for ADDRESS AOF and is restricted to what is
available through the infrastructure. The limitations below are a result of the current restriction.

• The Event Id and Type are only available for enabled rules.
• The Rule Source is only available for enabled rules.
• The Rule Source reflects the in-memory source, not the source in the ruleset. The in-memory source may be different

than the ruleset source if the ruleset source has been updated but the rule has not been re-enabled. 

Additionally, MTCA does not currently support dynamic rules, compiled rules, or converted Automate rules. 
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Displaying security rules

Security rules are not currently displayed in MTC-A. Due to the ADDRESS AOF infrastructure restriction explained above,
MTC-A can only determine rule type for an enabled rule. Therefore, MTC-A will only recognize a rule as a security rule
when it is enabled. No information is shown in MTC-A for enabled security rules. For disabled security rules, the rule
name will appear in the rule list in the accordion and rule detail will be displayed when the rule is selected. However, no
source will be displayed for the disabled rule. 

Filtering rules

Filtering on Rule Type will only return enabled rules. Due to the ADDRESS AOF infrastructure restriction explained above,
MTCA can only determine rule type for an enabled rule.

Rule refresh

Changes made to rule detail on z/OS are picked up by MTC-A during a MTC-A rule refresh. The frequency of MTC-A rule
refresh is controlled by the ruleRefreshInterval parameter in the MTCA web application conf.yaml file. See Configuring for
more information on the conf.yaml file.

Enhancements to Existing Features
Dependency Updates

PTF: The DOM4J third-party component was upgraded from version 1.6.1 to version 2.1.1 to address an XML Injection
vulnerability (CVE-2018-1000632).

• Install SO06327 to resolve this vulnerability.
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Getting Started
Mainframe Team Center - Automation 

MTC-A lets you visualize rules on multiple CA OPS/MVS systems. It enables you to do the following:

• View System List: The navigation accordion lists the participating CA OPS/MVS systems.
• View Ruleset List: Selecting a CA OPS/MVS system expands the navigation accordion to show the rulesets on that

system.
• View Rule List : Selecting a ruleset expands the navigation accordion to show the rules in the ruleset.
• View Rule Detail: Selecting a rule shows the rule detail in the main body of the Rules Management page. Rule detail

can include event id, type, created date, last updated date, last updated user ID, size, enabled status, rule fire count,
and rule source.

• Search for Rules: Use the search bar located above the rule accordion list to search for a given rule or set of rules.
• Filter Rules: Open the filter and select criteria to filter which rules are displayed in the rule accordion. 

More information: Rule Management  
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Architecture Diagram

Figure 1: MTCA UNIX System Services Copy Copy

The Web Application

 

The end-user web application is an easy to install and configure web application that you can use with most web
browsers. It includes the Rules Management page which allows you to view rulesets lists, rule lists, and rule detail on
participating CA OPS/MVS systems. The latest versions of the following web browsers are currently supported:
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• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
• Microsoft Edge

The Data Store

An embedded database stores a copy of the rule detail, with the exception of the rule source, from all participating CA
OPS/MVS systems. A copy of the rule source for rules from all participating CA OPS/MVS systems is saved into a file
system. Both the database and file system reside on the web application server. Requests to view systems, rulesets,
rules, and rule detail from the Rules Management page are fulfilled using the database and file system. This improves
performance by avoiding the need to send requests to CA OPS/MVS systems. 

The Data Transport

The CA CCS Message Service sends the rule detail from each CA OPS/MVS system to the web application for storage
in the database and file system. It is also used to communicate handshake requests between the web application and the
CA OPS/MVS systems.

The CA CCS Message Service is a CA common service shared by multiple CA applications, including MTC-A. A Message
Service server runs on each participating z/OS system. MTC-A includes an adapter (ops-admin-adapter) that runs in
each z/OS Message Service server. The adapter is the link for obtaining the rule detail from CA OPS/MVS and sending it
through the CA CCS Message Service. It is also the link for handshake communication flowing to and from CA OPS/MVS.

The Message Service servers on each z/OS system connect to a common Message Service hub. The MTC-A web
application connects to the Message Service hub to receive the rule detail and to handshake with all the participating CA
OPS/MVS systems. 

The Source Data

The rule detail in the database and file system is obtained from CA OPS/MVS on each participating z/OS system. When a
CA OPS/MVS subsystem handshakes with the MTC-A web application, CA OPS/MVS sends a copy of all its rule detail to
the web application. The web application periodically polls CA OPS/MVS on each system for updated rule detail. See the
ruleRefreshInterval parameter in the Web Application Configuration section. 

Security

The Mainframe Team Center - Automation web application authenticates and authorizes users based on their z/OS
credentials and security definitions. The web application calls the CA ESM Security microservice, a standalone security
application installed as part of CA Common Services, to authenticate and authorize all users of the web application.
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Installing
This article lists prequisites needed to configure Mainframe Team Center - Automation.

Prerequisites

You should minimally install and configure the following products and apply all available PTFs before installing Mainframe
Team Center - Automation (MTC-A):

• On one system:
– CA Common Services - Apache Tomcat Distribution (14.1 FMID CEG1E10 or 15.0 CFF6F00)
– CA Common Services - CCS Messaging Service (14.1 FMID CFGBE10 or 15.0 CFF6F00) - Messaging Service

Hub
– CA Common Services - CCS External Security Micro-service (14.1 FMID CAS9E10 or 15.0 CFF6F00)
– CA OPS/MVS - CA OPS/MVS OPSLOG WebView and Web Features (FMID CCLXD51)
– Java 8 is lowest supported Java version; Java 7 no longer supported 

• On all participating systems:
– CA Common Services - CCS Messaging Service (14.1 FMID CFGBE10 or 15.0 CFF6F00) - Messaging Service

Server
– CA OPS/MVS - CA OPS/MVS Base (FMID CCLXD50)

All software components should be updated to their latest available PTF level.
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The following table lists the personnel that may be required to complete the installation and configuration of each
prerequisite component, along with a brief description of the component.

Software Required Personnel Comments/Description

CA Common Services - ESM Microservice
See the article Install, Deploy, and
Configure the ESM Microservice

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

Only one instance of the ESM Microservice
is required.  Install this component on any
system that has web connectivity to the
system where the CA Common Services
Apache Tomcat will be installed (which can
be same system).
 The ESM Microservice performs user
authentication requests against the
ESM (CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or IBM
RACF) that is running on the LPAR. It also
integrates with your System Authorization
Facility (SAF) to use existing security
definitions.

CA Common Services - Apache Tomcat
See the article Deploy and Configure CCS
Apache Tomcat. 

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

Only one instance of CA Common Services
Apache Tomcat needs to be installed.
  It can be installed on any system with
connectivity to the systems running CA
Common Services Message Service Hub
and the ESM Microservice (which can be
same system).
The Apache Tomcat acts as a Web
Application Server.  It is ultimately
responsible for hosting the MTC-A Web
application.

CA OPS/MVS Base
See the facet Installing for CA OPS/MVS
Base.

Systems Programmer The legacy CA OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation region.

CA Common Services - Messaging Service
Server
See the article Deploy and Configure CCS
Message Service. 

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

You must configure an instance of the CA
Common Services Messaging Service
Server on each system that you want to
connect to MTC-A.  Each system must
have connectivity to the system running the
CA Common Services Messaging Service
Hub (which can be same system).
The Messaging Service is used to
relay data from CA OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation to MTC-
A.

CA Common Services - Messaging Service
Hub
See the article Deploy and Configure CCS
Message Service. 

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

Only one instance of the CA Common
Services Messaging Service Hub is
required.  The hub must be running on a
system that has connectivity to the system
running CA Common Services Apache
Tomcat (which can be same system).
The Messaging Service is used to relay
data from CA OPS/MVS to MTC-A.
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Parameter Worksheets

Configuring MTC-A requires knowledge of the installation and configuration of each prerequisite software component.
The following worksheets may be used to record the values of parameters from each component that will be required to
complete the configuration of MTC-A.

CCS Apache Tomcat

Parameter Comments/Description Value

Deploy Path USS path which contains your ‘tomcat’
deploy directory.

your value

Port Number Port number you’ve configured your
instance of Apache Tomcat to use.

your value

CCS Message Service configured to use TLS-JKS

Parameter Comments/Description Value

Hub System Hostname Hostname of the system on which your
deployed copy of the CCS Message
Service Hub is running.

your value

Hub Port Port on which you have configured the CCS
Message Service Hub to use.

your value

Hub Protocol Protocol which you have configured the
CCS Message Service Hub to use.

your value

Key Store Path USS path to the Java key store file. your value

Key Store Password Password to the Java key store file. your value

Trust Store Path USS path to the Java trust store. your value

Trust Store Password Password to the Java trust store. your value

Store Type Type of key store.
For example, JCERACFKS.

your value

CCS Message Service configured to use TLS-ESM

Parameter Comments/Description Value

Hub System Hostname Hostname of the system on which your
deployed copy of the CCS Message
Service Hub is running.

your value

Hub Port Port on which you have configured the CCS
Message Service Hub to use.

your value

Hub Protocol Protocol which you have configured the
CCS Message Service Hub to use.

your value

Key Store User User ID used to retrieve keys from the ESM
key store (Tomcat User ID).

your value

Key Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that contains
the private keys and certificates for the key
manager.

your value

Trust Store User User ID for used to retrieve keys from the
ESM trust store (Tomcat User ID).

your value
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Parameter Comments/Description Value

Trust Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that holds
certificates for the trust manager.

your value

Store Type Type of key store.
For example, JCERACFKS.

your value

CCS ESM

Parameter Comments/Description Value

ESM System Hostname Hostname of the system on which you have
deployed CA ESM 

your value

ESM Port Port which you have configured CS ESM to
use

your value

Key Store User User ID used to retrieve keys from the ESM
key store

your value

Key Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that contains
the private keys and certificates for the key
manager

your value

Trust Store User User ID for used to retrieve keys from the
ESM trust store (Tomcat User ID)

your value

Trust Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that holds
certificates for the trust manager

your value

SAF Resource Class The z/OS System Authorization Facility
(SAF) resource class that will be used in
combination with the SAF resource name
to determine which users can access the
MTC-A web application. The default class
name depends on the security manager
in use at your site. You can use one of the
defaults (RACF defaults to FACILITY, ACF2
defaults to FAC, TSS defaults to IBMFAC)
or create your own class using your ESM
(External Security Manager).

your value

SAF Resource Name The z/OS System Authorization Facility
(SAF) resource name that will be used in
combination with the SAF resource class
to determine which users can access the
MTC-A web application.

your value
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MTC-A Installation Script

Parameter Comments/Description Value

CCLXHFSM Mount point of the dataset with the low-level
qualifier 'CCLXHFS.ZFS' installed by FMID
CCLXD51 OPS/MVS OPSLOG WebView
and Web Features.
For example, path ‘/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS’.
Ensure that you have read access to this
directory.
This directory should contain files such as
mtcacfg.sh and mtcaApp.war

your value

TOMCATCONF Path to the 'context' directory of the CCS
Tomcat instance.
Typically '<catalina_home>/conf/Catalina/
localhost/', where <catalina_home> is the
location of your Tomcat instance on USS. 
Ensure that you have read/write access to
this directory.

your value

MTCADEPLOY Installation directory where you want to
install MTC-A. You can select any path that
you want, but we recommend that you use
the path where your other CA software is
installed.
For example, if you supply the path ‘/
example/path’, MTC-A is deployed to ‘/
example/path/mtca’. (MTC-A will  create all
parent directories necessary to complete
the path.)
Ensure the path you pick meets the file size
requirement for MTC-A.

your value
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Configuring
This section describes the steps to configure MTC-A after installation, as well as how to alter an existing MTC-A
configuration.

Post-Installation Configuration
This article describes the tasks you perform to configure MTC-A and to enable the OPS/MVS Subsystems to connect to
MTC-A.

  

Configuration Parameters

Before you begin configuring MTC-A, you should have the following information. If you used the MTC-A Parameter
Worksheet, the values are listed there.

• The mount point of the the data set with the low level qualifier 'CCLXHFS.ZFS' installed by FMID CCLXD01 OPS/MVS
OPSLOG WebView and Web Features
– For example, path ‘/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS’.
– Ensure you have read access to this directory.

• The installation directory where you want to deploy MTC-A. You can select any path, but we recommend that you
supply the path where your other CA software is installed.
– For example, if you supply the path ‘/example/path’, MTC-A will be deployed to ‘/example/path/mtca’. All parent

directories that are necessary to create the class will be created.
– Ensure you have read/write access to this directory.

• Path to the 'context' directory of the Tomcat server.
– Typically '<CATALINA_BASE>/conf/Catalina/localhost/', where <CATALINA_BASE> is the location of your Tomcat

instance on USS.
– Ensure you have read/write access to this directory.

NOTE
The CATALINA_BASE directory can be found in the environment variables used by the JVM to start the
CCS Tomcat server. To locate the environmental variables, review the CCS Tomcat server procedure JCL.
It contains a STDENV DD card that identifies where the variables reside. CCS ships CATALINA_BASE set
to: /cai/CADeploy/CCS/tpv/tomcat

File System Size Requirements

The following components of MTC-A require space on mounted zFS file systems:

• The MTC-A installation
• The rule source file system
• The rule detail database

These three components can be configured for the same or separate zFS data sets. (See the 'Database Configuration
Section' in the 'Web Application Configuration' section of this documentation for configuration details.) The following
amounts are the required free space for each component to function properly:

• MTC-A Installation 
150 MB minimum (Increasing this amount of space lets you to keep a longer log history.)

• MTC-A Rule Source File System
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To calculate the minimum free space needed for MTC-A's rule source file system, take the sum of the sizes of all your
OPS rules data sets, across all systems, multiplied by 1.25.
Example: Consider a two LPAR system. On SYS1, there are two rule data sets. One is 200 KB and the other is 160
KB. On SYS2 there is only 1 rule data set. It is 300 KB in size. The sum of all the rule data sets is 660 KB. Multiplying
660 KB by 1.25 yield a final size of 825 KB.

• MTC-A Rule Detail Database
1 KB per rule across all LPARs
Example: Consider a two LPAR system. If SYS1 has 100 rules and SYS2 has 75 rules, you will want at least 175 KB
of free space.

NOTE

We strongly recommend mounting the file system(s) with the 'AGGRGROW' parameter. Doing so allows the file
system(s) to dynamically grow when they run out of free space.

Enabling OPS/MVS Subsystems to Connect to MTC-A

The OPS/MVS parameter "INITADMINUI" allows MTC-A to read data from that OPS/MVS subsystem. Ensure the value of
this parameter is 'YES' for all OPS/MVS subsystems you want to connect with MTC-A. The default value of this parameter
is 'NO'. To prevent MTC-A from connecting to an OPS/MVS subsytem, set this value to 'NO'.

There is an ops-admin-adapter runs inside the CCS Message Service server. By default, the ops-admin-adapter is
DISABLED. To enable the ops-admin-adapter, follow the instructions to Configure the Message Service Environment
Variables found in the CA Common Services for z/OS documentation. To collect rules and rule source information from the
OPS address space, the CCS Message Service ops-admin-adapter also needs access to the OPS subsystem interface
dataset, SUBSYSDSNs. To allow access between the adapter and OPS, the userid associated with CCS Message
Service address space must have access to SUBSYSDSNs through OPS/MVS security rules.

SUBSYSDSNs:

• OPSxDSRT
• OPSxDSRQ
• OPSxDSRC
• OPSxDSSR
• OPSxDSSC

Where OPSx represents the OPS subsystem for your OPS system. So, if your CA OPS/MVS subsystem is defined as
OPSS, the subsystem data set names would be:

• OPSSDSRT
• OPSSDSRQ
• OPSSDSRC
• OPSSDSSR
• OPSSDSSC

NOTE

The userid that is associated with the CCS Message Service address space with the ops-admin-adapter opens
these subsystem data sets and, therefore, must be allowed access.

Example:

 )SEC SUBSYSDSN*

)PROC

return 'ACCEPT'
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Also, if your OPS/MVS is running with External Security enabled (parameter EXTSECURITY set to ON), you must
allow the userid associated with the Message Service Server UPDATE access to the subsystem resource OP
$MVS.SUBSYSDSN. See the "Securing" information in the CA OPS/MVS documentation to learn how to define SAF
resources specific to your z/OS Security Management system.

Run Configuration Batch Job

Sample JCL to execute the configuration script, mtcacfg.sh, is provided in yourHLQ.CCLXCNTL(OPMOIACG). Before
executing the batch job, make the following edits:

1. Include a valid job card.
2. Set CCLXCLS0 to the fully qualified MVS data set name of the SMP/E CLIST target library installed by FMID CCLXxr0

OPS/MVS Base. For example, ‘yourHLQ.CCLXCLS0’.
3. Set CCLSHFSM to the USS mount point of the zFS installed by FMID CLXxr1 OPS/MVS OPSLOG WebView and Web

Features.
4. Set TOMCATCONF to the USS path of your deployed Tomcat server’s “context” directory. Typically, <catalina_base>/

conf/Catalina/localhost.
5. Set MTCADEPLOY to the USS path where you wish to deploy the MTC-A Web App. A new dirctory called /mtca will

be created on this path and will contain the mtcaApp.war as well as /conf and /log sub-directories.

The configuration script creates the MTC-A directory structure at your chosen deployment location and defines the context
for MTC-A to your Tomcat installation.

Upgrading an Existing MTC-A Installation

To upgrade your existing MTC-A installation, run the same configuration batch job as you did during the initial installation.

The script will inspect the supplied value of MTCADEPLOY and check for an existing install at that path.  If one is found,
your current configuration will be saved as 'MTCADEPLOY/mtca/conf/config.yaml.YY_MM_DD_hh_mm_ss'.  Next, your
current configuration will be automatically upgraded to the appropriate version. Check the STDOUT of the upgrade job for
messages indicating the addition of fields to the configuration that will need to be set specifically for your site before MTC-
A is restarted. 

NOTE

If your 'mtca' directory is located on the path /a/b/c/mtca, supply the path '/a/b/c' as your value for the deploy
location.

Web Application Configuration

Web Application Configuration

Upon successful completion of the mtcacfg.sh configuration script, a new USS directory (specified by the
MTCADEPLOY JCL variable) will contain a subdirectory called "conf". This subdirectory will contain a single application
configuration file called conf.yaml. This conf.yaml file will contain several sections of configuration parameters, each of
which is described below.

Server Section

The security section of the conf.yaml file contains the application server debug parameter. 

• debug 
Enables (value "true") or disables (value "false") verbose logging for diagnostics and troubleshooting.
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Security Section

This section of the conf.yaml file contains parameters to configure the connection between the MTC-A web application
server and the CA ESM Security microservice. You must install and configure this security microservice on at least one
mainframe LPAR. 

You can install and configure a second instance of this microservice on a different LPAR to provide fail-over for
authentication requests. If you only use one instance of the CA ESM Security microservice, the same configuration
information can be used for both the primary and alternate configuration parameters specified below.

• primaryEsmServer 
The TCP/IP hostname or IP address of the LPAR on which the primary CA ESM Security microservice is installed. This
LPAR is contacted first to authenticate any web application login request

• primaryEsmPort 
The TCP/IP port number used by the primary CA ESM Security microservice

• primaryEsmProtocol
The protocol used by the primary CA ESM Security microservice (TLS-ESM). Currently, only the TLS-ESM connection
protocol is supported. This connection type uses TLS v1.2 to connect to the CA ESM Security microservice, and the
client certificate required by this connection is stored in an External Security Manager (ESM) keyring

• alternateEsmServer 
The TCP/IP hostname or IP address of the LPAR on which the alternate CA ESM Security microservice is installed.
This LPAR will only be contacted if the primary server is unavailable

• alternateEsmPort 
The TCP/IP port number used by the alternate CA ESM Security microservice

• alternateEsmProtocol 
The protocol used by the alternate CA ESM Security microservice (TLS-ESM)

The CA ESM Security microservice requires the use of client certificates and trusted root certificates to establish secure
TLS connections. These client certificates and trust certificate chains are stored in mainframe ESM key rings. The
following parameters define which key rings are used to store the required certificates and private keys:

• keyStoreUser 
The user id associated with the key ring that is used to store the private key and client certificate used during the TLS
handshake process. Since the web application runs under the security context of the Apache Tomcat instance, this
value will normally be the user account assigned to the Apache Tomcat JCL procedure

• keyStoreKeyRing 
The name of the key ring used to store the private key and client certificate

• trustStoreUser 
The user id associated with the key ring that is used to store the trust certificate chain of the Certificate Authority (CA)
used to sign the ESM Security microservice's server certificate. If you store the trust certificate chain in the same key
ring as the client certificate, then this value will be the same as the "keyStoreUser" parameter

• trustStoreKeyRing 
The name of the key ring used to store the trust certificate chain of the Certificate Authority (CA) used to sign the CA
ESM Security microservice's server certificate

• storeType 
This value is reserved for future use and must be "JCERACFKS"

To use the web application, each authenticated user must also have at least READ access to the SAF resource class /
resource name combination specified using the following configuration parameters

• safResourceClass 
The z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) resource class that is used in combination with the SAF resource name
to determine which users can access the MTC-A web application

• safResourceName 
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The z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) resource name that is used in combination with the SAF resource class
to determine which users can access the MTC-A web application

Message Service Hub Section

This section of the conf.yaml file contains parameters used to configure the connection between the web application
and the CA Message Service hub. The CA Message Service common component provides the communication path
between the web application and one or more instances of CA OPS/MVS. This CA Common Services component uses
a hub-and-spoke topology to reliably transport messages from one endpoint to another. You may either use the CA
Message Service hub included as part of CA Common Services (installed under USS) or an off-platform version of this
common component provided by another CA product.

• msHub 
The TCP/IP hostname or IP address of the CA Message Service hub component. All systems participating in the MTC-
A application must connect to the same CA Message Service hub. This includes the CA Message Service server
common component installed on each participating LPAR

• msPort 
The TCP/IP port number used by the CA Message Service hub

• msProtocol 
The network protocol used by the Message Service hub (TCP, TLS-JKS, or TLS-ESM). The TCP protocol uses
standard, unencrypted TCP/IP sockets for communication while both the TLS-JKS and TLS-ESM protocols use
encrypted connections provided by Transport Layer Security (TLS). The TLS-JKS protocol uses Java keystore files to
store both client certificates and trust store certificate chains created by the CA Message Service installation process.
The TLS-ESM protocol uses mainframe ESM key rings to store the client certificates and trust store certificate chains
used by the encrypted TLS connection

• msDataDir 
This is any fully qualified path where you want MTC-A temporary communication data to be stored. The user id
associated with the Tomcat server must have read/write access to this directory.

NOTE

If a “user.dir” Java environment variable was passed to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) used to launch Apache
Tomcat on USS, you will need to specify a fully qualified directory path for the “msDataDir” configuration
parameter (instead of using the “mtcaData” relative path name).

If the TLS-JKS (TLS using Java keystore files to store certificates) protocol is selected, then the following entries under
the "tlsJks" key must be specified:

• keyStorePath 
The full path to the Java key store file located in a USS directory

• keyStorePassword 
The password to the Java key store file

• trustStorePath 
The full path to the Java trust store file located in a USS directory

• trustStorePassword 
The password to the Java trust store file

If the TLS-ESM (TLS using the z/OS external security manager to store certificates) protocol is selected, then the
following entries under the "tlsEsm" key must be specified:

• keyStoreUser 
The user id for retrieving private keys and certificates from the key store ESM key ring

• keyStoreKeyRing 
The name of the ESM key ring that holds the private keys and certificates for the key manager

• trustStoreUser 
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The user id for retrieving the trust certificate chain from the trust store ESM key ring
• trustStoreKeyRing 

The name of the ESM key ring that holds the trust certificate chain for the trust manager
• storeType 

The type of the key store, e.g. JCERACFKS

Rules Section

The rules section of the conf.yaml file contains parameters used to configure how automation rules received from different
CA OPS/MVS instances are processed and stored. To provide a better user interface experience, information about
automation rules is stored locally on the web application server. Due to factors like network outages, this information may
become outdated. To avoid displaying outdated rule information, periodic refreshes of the cached rule information are
necessary. See the Special Considerations section in Release Notes for information on detection of rule changes by MTC-
A rule refresh.

• ruleRefreshInterval 
The number of hours between explicit refreshes of automation rules from a specific CA OPS/MVS instance.

Database Configuration Section

The database configuration section of the conf.yaml file contains two parameters that can be set by the user to configure
the embedded database used by the MTC-A web application. We recommend keeping the default settings for both
parameters, but both can be changed to suit your specific needs

•  dbConnect 
The fully qualified path where database content is stored (transaction log, indexes, and data for the RULES table).

•  dbSourcePath 
The fully qualified path where rule source for all CA OPS/MVS instances will be stored.

By default, these settings are shipped prefixed with the '~' symbol. This causes the proceeding directory to be placed
in the user directory which, in our case, is the location in which the mtcaApp.war file resides. We recommend leaving
these values as is, but if you want to change either storage location we also recommend (but do not require) that they be
prefixed with '~'.

Once the application is successfully started, the following files are created automatically in the directory chosen by the
parameters:

•  opsrules 
The rule source folder. This is the high-level folder which contains all cached rule source for all OPS instance rules.

•  opsrulesdb.mv.db 
A <database>.mv.db file. This is the database file which contains the transaction log, indexes, and data for the RULES
table.

•  opsrulesdb.trace.db 
A <database>.trace.db file. This is the trace file which contains trace information.

Web Application Logging Configuration
The mtcacfg.sh configuration script creates a new USS directory called "logs" underneath the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca
directory specified on the command line for this script. This directory contains log files generated by the web application.
Once created, log files may be viewed by using the ISPF 3.17 z/OS UNIX directory list utility to enter the VA (View -
ASCII) line command next to them. Since a variety of different components can write log messages to these files, you may
occasionally not be able to view the contents of one or more of these log files due to ISPF editor limitations. If this occurs,
you will need to download these logs files and use a different editor in order to view their contents.The format and sizes of
these log files are controlled by a configuration file called log4j2.yaml, which is located in the logs directory. 
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This log configuration file defines two different logging targets, a rolling log file and a console appender that sends
log output to the default system output location. The rolling log file definition can be changed to specify the format of
messages written to this log file, the maximum size of each log file, and the number of previous log files to retain. The
console output definition can only be modified to change the format of messages displayed in the standard output
destination.

You can also limit the messages written to a particular log by specifying a log level in the level parameter. Each log
message is assigned a specific log level. Only those log messages that are at or below the log level specified by the level
parameter are displayed in the log file. This level parameter can have one of the following values: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO,
WARN, ERROR, ALL, or OFF. For example, if the level parameter is assigned the value of WARN, only those messages
defined to have a level of WARN or ERROR are displayed. If the value of ALL is used for this parameter, all messages are
displayed in the log file. If the value of OFF is specified, no messages are written to the log file.

You can deactivate one or both of the logging mechanisms by removing the associated "ref" entry underneath the
"AppenderRef" parameter for the specified logger configuration. For example, to avoid filling the job log with messages
from the web application, you can remove the "- ref: Console" entry from both the logger entry and the Root entry
contained underneath the Loggers parameter.

Configuration Section

The configuration section encompasses the entire configuration file and consists of the following sections and parameters:

• status - The level of internal Log4j events that should be logged to the console. The list of valid values for this
parameter are: trace, debug, info, warn, error, and fatal.

• Appenders - This subsection lets you define Log4j appenders that are used to log product-related messages to output
locations such as log files or the console.

• Loggers - This subsection lets you define the level of logging to be used by different areas of the product.

Appenders Section

The Appenders section contains destination information for log messages generated by the product. As shipped, this
section contains two appender definitions, a RollingFile destination, and a Console destination.

• RollingFile - This section defines a log file for the log message destination. The following parameters are used to
define how log messages are written to this file:
– name - Name of the appender. This value is referenced in the Loggers section to identify this appender and should

not be changed.
– fileName - The file name (including path) of the log file. This value uses a pre-defined variable of ${sys:logFilePath}

to identify the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/logs directory.
– filePattern - The file renaming pattern to use when rolling the active log file due to size restrictions.
– Policies - The policy definition used to determine when the active log file is rolled.

• SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy - A rolling log file policy that will cause the active log file to roll when it reaches a
predetermined size.
• size - The maximum size a log file should reach before it is rolled.

– DefaultRolloverStrategy - A strategy that will be used when it is time to roll the active log file.
• max - The maximum number of previous log files to retain when the log file roll strategy is executed.

– PatternLayout - A log message layout that describes how messages sent to the output destination should be
displayed.
• Pattern - The definition of the log message layout that will be used when log messages are written to the output

destination. Valid layout definitions are defined in the Log4j documentation (https://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.0/
manual/configuration.html).
 

• Console - This section defines how log messages will be written to the STDOUT output stream of the Apache Tomcat
instance.
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– name - Name of the appender. This value is referenced in the Loggers section to identify this appender and should
not be changed.

– target - Set to SYSTEM_OUT and should not be changed.
– PatternLayout - A log message layout that describes how messages sent to the output destination should be

displayed.
• Pattern - The definition of the log message layout that will be used when log messages are written to the output

destination. Valid layout definitions are defined in the Log4j documentation (https://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.0/
manual/configuration.html).

Loggers Section

The Loggers section allows you to define which appenders to use for different sections of the product and which level of
logging will be used for each section.

• Logger - This section defines the different loggers that will be used by the product. By default, only one logger is
defined.
– name - The name of the logger. In this case, the name of the logger is the name of the product package that will use

this logger.
– additivity - Determines whether the same log message should be written to multiple loggers. The default value for

this parameter is "false".
– level - Each log message is assigned a specific log level. Only those log messages that are at or below the log

level specified by this parameter are displayed in the output destination. This level parameter can have one of the
following values: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, ALL, or OFF.

– AppenderRef - This section is used to select one or more appenders that will be used when this logger is selected.
As shipped, both the "Rolling" and "Console" appenders will be used as output destinations for log messages.
 

• Root - This section defines a logger that will be used if no other logger can be used for a particular log message.
– level - The log level used to determine whether or not a log message destined for this logger should be forwarded to

the output destination.
– AppenderRef - This section is used to select one or more appenders that will be used when this logger is selected.

As shipped, both the "Rolling" and "Console" appenders will be used as output destinations for log messages.

 

Establishing communication with the MTC-A Web App

Establishing communication with the MTC-A Web App

Configure SSL on Apache Tomcat

You can optionally use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) feature to implement Tomcat security. This feature lets you
support encrypted conversations between the MTC-A web server and client web browsers. Using this feature is an all-or-
nothing decision. Either all pages are encrypted, or none of them are. At the start of a conversation, SSL delivers a server
certificate from the server to the client. This certificate identifies the server, so that the client can be sure that the server is
who it claims to be.

NOTE

For detailed information regarding configuring SSL on Apache Tomcat link to the following documents:

• Setup Security for Apache Tomcat
• Apache Tomcat 7 SSL Configuration HOW-TO
• Apache Tomcat 8 SSL Configuration HOW-TO
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Establishing communication with the Message Service Hub on z/OS

Establishing communication with the Message Service Hub on z/OS

The MTC-A application uses a CA common component called the CCS Message Service to provide the communication
path between the web application server (running under Apache Tomcat) and the participating CA OPS/MVS instances.
This communication infrastructure is described in the following diagram:

 

Figure 2: MTCA UNIX System Services
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You must either install the Message Service hub on an available LPAR or configure both the web application and the
participating Message Service server instances to point to the same, existing Message Service hub instance. For more
information on how to install the Message Service hub on z/OS, please review the CA Common Services for z/OS
documentation Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Message Service. This documentation set includes a section on
installing, deploying, and configuring the CCS Message Service and a section on configuring the Message Service hub to
run on z/OS.

As part of the installation of the Message Service hub, you must configure this Message Service hub to support TLS
connections. Although non-TLS connections are allowed for testing purposes, we do not recommend using unencrypted
connections in a production environment. The CCS Message Service currently supports two different mechanisms for
storing client and server certificates used for establishing TLS connections. These supported types are JKS (Java Key
Store) and ESM (storing certificates in an External Security Manager). You should configure the MTC-A web application to
connect to the CCS Message Service hub using one of these TLS connection types.

Configure the web application to communicate with the Message Service Hub on z/OS using the TLS-JKS
connection type

The TLS-JKS connection type uses USS filesystem files to store the client certificates and trust certificate chains required
to establish TLS connections to the Message Service hub. During the installation of the Message Service hub, you were
instructed to run the ZMSSSL job to create the key store and trust store files used by both the Message Service hub
and any Message Service client wishing to connect to the hub. These key store and trust store files were generated in
the <temporary_SSL_location> directory specified in the ZMSSENV member. To allow the web application to use these
certificates when creating TLS connections to the Message Service Hub, follow these steps:

1. Consult the CCS Message Service documentation.
2. Copy all the files from the <temporary_SSL_location>/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE directory to a new

directory named <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/mskeystores.
3. Open the password.properties file contained within the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/mskeystores directory to record the

passwords used for both the key store and the trust store files.
4. Edit the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml configuration file and modify the following parameters located

underneath the “hubConnection” section:
a. msHub: Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR that is running the Message Service hub.
b. msPort: Enter the TCP/IP port used by the Message Service hub.
c. msProtocol: Enter “TLS-JKS”.
d. The following parameters underneath the “tlsJks” section should be modified:

a. keyStorePassword: Enter the value specified for the “keystorepassword” variable defined in the
password.properties file.

b. trustStorePassword: Enter the value specified for the “truststorepassword” variable defined in the
password.properties file.

c. The “keyStorePath” and “trustStorePath” values should not need to be changed from their default values, if the
“mskeystores” directory was used to store the key store and trust store files.

Configure the web application to communicate with the Message Service Hub on z/OS using the TLS-ESM
connection type

The TLS-ESM connection type uses an external security manager (ESM) to store client and server certificates. On z/OS,
ESMs (such as RACF, ACF2, and Top Secret) use key rings for storing these certificates instead of USS filesystem files.
Although these certificates will be eventually stored in a key ring, you must still run the ZMSSSL job to create the key
store and trust store files in a temporary directory under the USS filesystem before they can be loaded into a key ring. To
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allow the web application to use certificates stored in a key ring when creating TLS connections to the Message Service
Hub, follow these steps:

1. Consult the CCS Message Service documentation. Specifically, you should follow the instructions located under the
heading “Configure the Message Service to Communicate with the Message Service Hub on z/OS Using SSL with
Certificates Stored in an External Security Manager."

2. The CCS Message Service documentation referenced above discusses how to add both the certificates used by the
Message Service hub and the certificates used by “spoke” applications that connect to the Message Service hub to the
appropriate ESM key rings. Once you complete this, you must update the following hub connection settings located
under the “hubConnection” section in the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml configuration file:
a. msHub: Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR that is running the Message Service hub.
b. msPort: Enter the TCP/IP port used by the Message Service hub.
c. msProtocol: Enter “TLS-ESM”.
d. The following parameters underneath the “tlsEsm” section should be modified:

a. keyStoreUser: Enter the user account associated with the “MSRING” key ring. This account should be the
same as the account associated with the ZMSHUB started task.

b. keyStoreKeyRing: Enter “MSRING”.
c. trustStoreUser: Enter the user account associated with the “MSRING” key ring. This account should be the

same as the account associated with the ZMSHUB started task.
d. trustStoreKeyRing: Enter “MSRING”.
e. storeType: Enter “JCERACFKS”.

 

Establishing Communication with the ESM Microservice on z/OS
The MTC-A application must authenticate and authorize each user before granting the privilege to use the application.
This authentication and authorization is handled by a CA Common Services component called the ESM Microservice.
ESM Microservice runs as a started task on one or more z/OS LPARs and is responsible for performing user
authentication requests against the security manager running on that LPAR (CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, or IBM RACF).
In addition to validating user credentials, the ESM Microservice also provides the ability to confirm the level of access
each authenticated user has to a given set of SAF resources. To use the MTC-A application, the user must provide user
credentials that are valid on the associated mainframe security domain, and the user account must have the prescribed
access to the specified SAF resource (a combination of resource class and resource name). In the case of the MTC-
A application, the administrator of the application can choose the class and name of the SAF resource to use when
authorizing user accounts. Any authenticated user account that has at least READ authority to the specified SAF resource
will be allowed to use the application.

Digital Certificates and the ESM Microservice 

The ESM Microservice provides access to authentication and authorization services of the mainframe LPAR on which it
has been installed. In order to keep this information secure, signed digital certificates must be used when establishing
Transport Layer Security (TLS) connections between the MTC-A web application and the ESM Microservice. In addition,
these certificates must be signed by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA), not self-signed. The "Install, Deploy, and
Configure the ESM Microservice" information in the CCS ESM Microservice documentation describes the requirement for
a signed server certificate and how this server certificate is loaded into a mainframe key ring. The MTC-A web application
must also provide its own signed client certificate during the TLS connection process. For consistency, the MTC-A web
application will also store its signed client certificate in a mainframe key ring.

Create the Client Certificate

Once the ESM Microservice is installed and configured on as least one LPAR, you can start to configure the MTC-A web
application to communicate with this ESM Microservice. The first step in this configuration is to obtain a signed client
certificate. Normally, this process begins by creating a certificate signing request (CSR) using a certificate generation
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tool such as the gskkyman utility available on z/OS or the openssl tool available on a variety of platforms. This CSR
is then sent to your certificate authority (CA) for signing. Since this certificate will be used to uniquely identify the client
application, you must tell the signing CA that this certificate must be enabled for client authentication. The CA will then
extract the certificate from the CSR, sign it, and return to you the signed certificate, along with a database file containing a
list of certificates representing trusted certificate authorities.

Load the Client Certificate

The signed certificate received from the signing CA must be loaded into two places. The client certificate must be loaded
into a key ring owned by the user running the MTC-A web application (such as the Apache Tomcat instance configured to
host the MTC-A web application). The certificate loaded into this key ring will be used during the TLS connection process
to uniquely identify this client to the ESM Microservice. The client certificate must also be loaded into the key ring owned
by the ESM Microservice. By loading your client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s key ring, you have essentially
“registered” your application with the ESM Microservice. The ESM Microservice does not allow TLS connections from
"unregistered" client applications (for additional security).

Load the Certificate Authority's Trust Certificate Chain

The signing CA is itself represented by a certificate or chain of certificates. This certificate chain is returned to the signing
requestor as a database containing the certificates of trusted certificate authorities. This database file is usually in the
PKCS #7 file format. This trusted certificate authorities database must be loaded into the ESM Microservice’s key ring, if
that CA trust certificate database has not already been loaded previously. This step is required by the TLS protocol and
allows the ESM Microservice to “trust” that the client certificate was signed by a reputable CA. In a similar fashion, the
trusted certificate authorities database provided by the CA that signed the server certificate used by the ESM Microservice
must be loaded into the MTC-A web application’s key ring. This allows the web application client to verify that the server’s
certificate was signed by a “trusted” CA.

Generate the Client Key Ring, Connect the Client Certificate, and Load the Trust Stores Using CA Top Secret

Generate the client key ring, load this key ring with the client signed certificate, register this application with the ESM
Microservice, and load both the client and server trust stores with the appropriate trust certificate chains.

Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the client key ring and allow the web application to read from this keyring. The following examples use
MTCAUSER for the user assigned to the Apache Tomcat started task and MTCARING as the name of the client key
ring.

TSS ADD(MTCAUSER) KEYRING(MTCARING)

TSS PERMIT(MTCAUSER) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT) ACCESS(CONTROL)

           

2. Add the signed client certificate to the key ring. The following example uses MTCACERT as the certificate alias. The
signed certificate has been copied into a sequential dataset called MTCA.DATA.CERT, and the password on the
PKCS #12 signed certificate is certpass.

TSS ADD(CERTSITE) DIGICERT('MTCACERT') DCDSN(MTCA.DATA.CERT) PKCSPASS('certpass') TRUST

TSS ADD(MTCAUSER) KEYRING(MTCARING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,'MTCACERT') USAGE(PERSONAL)

            

3. Load the client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s keyring. The following example uses ESMSERV for the user
account assigned to the ESM Microservice and MESMRING as the name of the ESM Microservice’s key ring.

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,'MTCACERT') USAGE(PERSONAL)
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4. Load the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate chain into the client’s key ring. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. The alias used for the server’s trust certificate chain is ESMTRST. If
the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate has already been loaded into the special user account CERTAUTH, you may
skip the first command and just execute the second command to copy the previously loaded certificate chain into the
client’s key ring.

TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(ESMTRST) DCDSN(MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST) TRUST

TSS ADD(MTCAUSER) KEYRING(MTCARING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH, ESMTRST) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

           

 
5. (Optional) Load the client’s trust certificate chain into the server’s key ring. This step is only required if a different

CA was used to sign the client’s certificate than was used to sign the server’s certificate. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the client’s certificate. The alias used for the client’s trust certificate chain is MTCATRST.

TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(MTCATRST) DCDSN(MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST) TRUST

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH, MTCATRST) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

 

Generate the Client Key Ring, Connect the Client Certificate, and Load the Trust Stores Using CA ACF2

Generate the client key ring, load this key ring with the client signed certificate, register this application with the ESM
Microservice, and load both the client and server trust stores with the appropriate trust certificate chains.

Follow these steps: 

1. Set the key ring mode and generate the client key ring. Generate the client key ring and allow the web application to
read from this keyring. The following examples use MTCAUSER for the user assigned to the Apache Tomcat started
task and MTCARING as the name of the client key ring.

ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT MTCAUSER RINGNAME(MTCARING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

END

           

ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(MTCAUSER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(MTCAUSER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

END

          

 
2. Add the signed client certificate to the key ring. The following example uses MTCACERT as the certificate alias. The

signed certificate has been copied into a sequential dataset called MTCA.DATA.CERT, and the password on the
PKCS #12 signed certificate is certpass.

ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT MTCAUSER.MTCACERT DSN('MTCA.DATA.CERT') PASSWORD('certpass')

CHANGE MTCAUSER.MTCACERT TRUST
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CONNECT CERTDATA(MTCAUSER.MTCACERT) KEYRING(MTCAUSER) RINGNAME(MTCARING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

          

 
3. Load the client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s keyring. The following example uses ESMSERV for the user

account assigned to the ESM Microservice and MESMRING as the name of the ESM Microservice’s key ring.

 ACF

 STE PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

 INSERT CERTAUTH.MTCACERT DSN(MTCA.DATA.CERT) PASSWORD('certpass')

 CHANGE CERTAUTH.MTCACERT TRUST

 CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH. MTCACERT) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

 END

       

4. Load the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate chain into the client’s key ring. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. The alias used for the server’s trust certificate chain is ESMTRST.

ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SITECERT.ESMTRST DSN(MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST)

CHANGE SITECERT.ESMTRST TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.ESMTRST) KEYRING(MTCAUSER) RINGNAME(MTCARING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

END

         

 
5. (Optional) Load the client’s trust certificate chain into the server’s key ring. This step is only required if a different

CA was used to sign the client’s certificate than was used to sign the server’s certificate. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the client’s certificate. The alias used for the client’s trust certificate chain is MTCATRST.

ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SITECERT.MTCATRST DSN(MTCA.DATA.MTCATRST)

CHANGE SITECERT.MTCATRST TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.MTCATRST) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

END

 

Generate the Client Key Ring, Connect the Client Certificate, and Load the Trust Stores Using IBM RACF

Generate the client key ring, load this key ring with the client signed certificate, register this application with the ESM
Microservice, and load both the client and server trust stores with the appropriate trust certificate chains.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the client key ring and allow the web application to read from this keyring. The following examples
use MTCAUSER for the user assigned to the Apache Tomcat started task and MTCARING as the name of the client
key ring.

RACDCERT ADDRING(MTCARING) ID(MTCAUSER)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(MTCAUSER) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(MTCAUSER) ACC(READ)
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SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

           

2. Add the signed client certificate to the key ring. The following example uses MTCACERT as the certificate alias. The
signed certificate has been copied into a sequential dataset called MTCA.DATA.CERT, and the password on the
PKCS #12 signed certificate is certpass.

RACDCERT SITE ADD('MTCA.DATA.CERT') WITHLABEL('MTCACERT') PASSWORD('certpass') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(MTCAUSER) CONNECT(SITE LABEL('MTCACERT') RING(MTCARING))

        

 
3. Load the client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s keyring. The following example uses ESMSERV for the user

account assigned to the ESM Microservice and MESMRING as the name of the ESM Microservice’s key ring.

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(SITE LABEL('MTCACERT') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

           

 
4. Load the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate chain into the client’s key ring. The following example

uses MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. The alias used for the server’s trust certificate chain is ESMTRST. If
the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate has already been loaded into the special user account CERTAUTH, you may
skip the first command and just execute the second command to copy the previously loaded certificate chain into the
client’s key ring.

 RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST') WITHLABEL('ESMTRST') TRUST

 RACDCERT ID(MTCAUSER) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('ESMTRST') RING(MTCARING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

         

 
5. (Optional) Load the client’s trust certificate chain into the server’s key ring. This step is only required if a different

CA was used to sign the client’s certificate than was used to sign the server’s certificate. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the client’s certificate. The alias used for the client’s trust certificate chain is MTCATRST.

RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST') WITHLABEL('MTCATRST') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('MTCATRST') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

 

Configure the web application to communicate with the ESM Microservice on z/OS

Follow these steps: 

1. Consult the "Install, Deploy, and Configure the ESM Microservice" information in the CCS ESM Microservice
documentation to properly install and configure the ESM Microservice on one or more LPARs.

2. Follow the steps outlined above to load the client certificate and trust store certificate chains into the appropriate key
rings.

3. The following parameters will need to be updated in the "security" section of the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf/
conf.yaml configuration file:
–  primaryEsmServer

Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR on which the "primary" ESM Microservice is installed. This LPAR will be
contacted first when making authentication and authorization requests.

–  primaryEsmPort
Enter the port number on which the primary ESM Microservice is listening.

–  primaryEsmProtocol
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The value for this parameter must be "TLS-ESM".
– tlsEsm section:

•  keyStoreUser
The user name assigned to the Apache Tomcat task hosting the MTC-A web application.

•  keyStoreKeyRing
The name of the key ring used to store the client certificate.

•  trustStoreUser
The user name assigned to the Apache Tomcat task hosting the web application.

•  trustStoreKeyRing
The name of the key ring used to store the trust certificate chain provided by the CA that signed the ESM
Microservice's server certificate. In our example above, this will be the same key ring that holds the client
certificate.

•  storeType
The value for this parameter must be "JCERACFKS".

– safResourceClass
Enter the SAF resource class name to use for authorization requests.

– safResourceName
Enter the SAF resource name to use for authorization requests.

– alternateEsmServer (optional)
Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR on which the "alternate" ESM Microservice is installed. This LPAR will only
be contacted if the primary ESM Microservice LPAR is unavailable. If only a single ESM Microservice instance is
used, this value will be the same as the primaryEsmServer parameter.

– alternateEsmPort (optional)
Enter the port number on which the alternate ESM Microservice is listening. If only a single ESM Microservice
instance is used, this value will be the same as the primaryEsmPort parameter. 

– alternateEsmProtocol (optional)
The value for this parameter must be "TLS-ESM".  

Message Service Server Adapter Configuration
Review the Message Service documentation to get an overall understanding of the Message Service and its
components: CA Common Services for z/OS - 14.1

The ops-admin-adapter is a loadable component that runs inside the Message Service server and provides messaging
functionality between the MTC-A Web Application and OPS.

You must edit your Message Service server environment file in order to properly configure the adapter.  The dataset that
contains your environment file is the value of the ‘CAW0OPTV’ variable in the Message Service server proc.  The member
name is included in the STDENV line of the proc. 

Ex: //STDENV   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTV(ZMSENVT)

Update your environment member to match the following specifications:

• Set the value of 'OPS_ADMIN_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS' to 'ENABLED'.  
• Set the value of 'CCSOPJEXJAR_PATH' to the path of the USS directory containing 'ccsopjex.jar'.
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_HOST' to match what you've specified in your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_PORT' to match what you've specified in your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL' to either 'SSL' or 'TCP' depending on your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).

You must recycle the Message Service server STC for these changes to take effect.
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Administrating
This section explains how to administer and troubleshoot Mainframe Team Center - Automation.

Troubleshooting

Collect Diagnostic Data

If you encounter a CA product or operating system/subsystem error you suspect is caused by the ops_admin_adapter
component running under the CA Common Services Server, collect the appropriate information from the available
diagnostics:

 

MSZSVC - the CCS Message Service
Server

• messages from STDOUT and STDERR
• any SVC DUMPs

config.yml is set to collect INFO level
trace by default. This can be changed to
DEBUG to collect much more detailed trace
information. In general, do not change this
value unless directed by CA Technical
Support

ESMSVC - the CCS ESM service • messages from STDOUT and STDERR
• any SVC DUMPs

 

ZMSHUB -the CCS Message Service Hub • messages from STDOUT and STDERR
• any SVC DUMPs

 

Retrieve log files using FTP

When the mtcacfg.sh configuration script was executed at installation time; it created a USS directory called "logs"
underneath the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca directory. This directory contains log files generated by the MTCA web application
named mtca_app.log and mtca_app_nn.log).  These logs are variable-width and may not be suitable for browsing directly
from within ISPF because of their large width.  It is highly recommended that these log file be transferred to a Windows
machine where there are tools that can easily view these logs.

Diagnostic Modify Commands

The ops_admin_adapter will respond to several diagnostic-only commands that may be helpful in diagnosing problems:

LIST LIST the OPS instances being managed by
this adapter

/F MSZPROC,APPL=OPSADM:list

 LIST a specific OPS instance being
managed by this adapter

/F MSZPROC,APPL=OPSADM:list,OPSS

SSCT Show short list of OPS instances being
managed by this adapter

/F MSZPROC,APPL=OPSADM:ssct

SCAN Run OPS instance scan process /F MSZPROC,APPL=OPSADM:scan
THREADS Show list of Java Threads currently active

under the ops_admin_adapter adapter
/F MSZPROC,APPL=OPSADM:threads
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Interpret Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

• What was the sequence of events before the error condition?
• What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives) changed?

 

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

 

MSZSVC - the CCS Message Services
Server

messages from SYSOUT for this STC useful information pertaining to the JVM
which this server is running under including
environmental variables that are passed to
this JVM; for instance:
• MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL
• MQ_HUB_HOST='localhost'
• MQ_HUB_PORT='61616'

ESMSVC - the CCS ESM service STDOUT and STDERR  
ZMSHUB -the CCS Message Service Hub STDOUT and STDERR
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Using
This section discusses how to use MTC-A version 13.0.

• Access CA Communities and Support Websites
• Access Mainframe Team Center - Automation Documentation
• Logon to Mainframe Team Center - Automation
• Logout of Mainframe Team Center - Automation
• Rule Management
• View Product Version Information

Logon to Mainframe Team Center - Automation
To logon to MTC-A, you must first point your web browser to the URL managed by the MTC-A web application. This
URL consists of the hostname of the mainframe LPAR on which the MTC-A web application is installed, the TCP/IP port
number used by the Apache Tomcat server hosting the MTC-A web application, and the well-known context name for the
MTC-A web application (/mtca). For example, if the TCP/IP hostname of the mainframe LPAR is "mvs1" and the TCP/IP
port number used by the Apache Tomcat server is "8443", then you could use the following URL to access the MTC-A
logon page:

https://mvs1:8443/mtca (assuming TLS connectivity has been configured within the Apache Tomcat server)

 

To logon to MTC-A, enter your mainframe Username and Password on the logon page and click LOGIN.
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On successful logon, you will be presented with the Rules Management page.

 

NOTE

NOTE: If you are able to log in but no rules are displayed, make sure you do not have a rule to reject subsystem
dataset access.

For instance:

 )SEC SUBSYSDSN*

)PROC

return 'REJECT'

 

NOTE

NOTE: Since the owner of the Message server proc is running the ops_admin_adapter, it will open these
subsystem datasets and will therefore need to be accepted. 

For instance:

)SEC SUBSYSDSN*

)PROC
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return 'ACCEPT'

Logout of Mainframe Team Center - Automation
To logout of MTC-A, click the arrow beside the user in the top right of any page. Select Logout.

On successful logout, you are presented with the logon page.

 

Access CA Communities and Support Websites
To access the CA Event Management & Automation Community page, click the arrow beside the user in the top right of
any page. Select CA Communities.

You are then presented with the community page:
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To access the CA Support page, click the arrow beside the user in the top right of any page. Select CA Support.

You are then presented with the main CA Support page:
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Access Mainframe Team Center - Automation Documentation
To access MTC-A documentation, click the Help icon (question mark) on the far-left navigation bar of any page.

You will be presented with the main page for MTC-A documentation.

  

Rule Management
This section describes using the MTC-A application to view CA OPS/MVS rules on multiple z/OS systems. 
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View System List

View System List

The accordion on the left of the Rules Management page lists the CA OPS/MVS systems. The systems are the top level
of the accordion. 

NOTE

 If more than one CA OPS/MVS subsystem is running on a z/OS system and participating in MTC-A, there will
be separate system-level accordion entries for each CA OPS/MVS subsystem.

 

View Ruleset List
To view a list of rulesets for a system, click anywhere in the accordion entry for that system. The system accordion entry
expands to show the rulesets on that system. 
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View Rule List
To view a list of rules for a ruleset on a system, click anywhere in the accordion entry for that ruleset. The ruleset
accordion entry expands to show the rules in that ruleset. 
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View Rule Detail
To view Rule Detail, click on the rule name in the accordion. The rule detail is presented in the main body of the Rules
Management page. 

NOTE

See Special Considerations in Release Notes for limitations on displaying Rule Detail in the current release.
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Search for Rules
The MTC-A web UI provides two mechanisms that aid in finding specific rules. The Search Rule bar can be used to
narrow the list of displayed rules by rule name. The Filter Options panel can be used to filter the list of displayed rules by
other specific rule criteria. The list of displayed rules will be include only those rules that match both the rule name search
and the filter options criteria.

 

Rule Name Search
To search for a rule or a set of rules, click on the “Search Rule” search bar above the rule accordion list and type your
search criteria. Rules with rule names containing the string of characters are shown in the accordion. Wildcard characters
are not supported.
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Search Using Filters
The list of displayed rules can be narrowed by specifying a filter criteria on the “Filter Options” panel. To display the list of
available filters, click on the “Show Filters” button located above the rule accordion section.

NOTE

See Special Considerations in Release Notes  for limitations on filtering rules in the current release.
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The “Filter Options” panel shown above allows for the exclusion of rules that do not match any of the selected criteria from
the displayed rules list. For a rule to be displayed in the rules accordion, the details of the rule must match all the selected
filter options. If no value is selected for a filter option, that filter option is not used to narrow the rules list.

In the example shown above, two rule types (“API” and “MSG”) are selected. In this case, only rules of type “API” or
rules of type “MSG” will be displayed in the rules accordion. If no rule types are selected on this panel, then no filtering is
performed based on rule type. In the above example, filter values have been selected for the following filter options: Rule
Type, Rule State, Rule Fire Count, Last Updated Date, and Systems. The Auto-enabled and Last Updated User ID filters
have not been selected, so they will not be used when determining which rules to display in the rules accordion.

The available filter options are as follows:

• Rule Type – The types of CA OPS/MVS rules on which to filter. Rule types are associated with how the rule is
triggered (“Message” rules are triggered based on console messages, “Screen” rules are triggered when a virtual
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terminal screen changes, etc.). The rule type is defined inside the source of the OPS/REXX program that defines the
rule.

• Rule State – The current state of the rule. This filter option can have one of three values:
– “----“: The filter option has not been selected.
– “Enabled”: Only currently enabled rules should be displayed in the rules accordion.
– “Disabled”: Only currently disabled rules should be displayed in the rules accordion.

• Auto-Enabled – The auto-enable (AE) setting for the rule. This filter can have one of three values:
– “----“: The filter option has not been selected.
– “Yes”: Only rules marked for automatic enablement at product startup should be displayed in the rules accordion.
– “No”: Only rules not marked for automatic enablement at product startup should be displayed in the rules accordion.

• Last Updated User ID – The user ID of the last individual to update the rule. If this field is left blank, then this filter
option is not used when determining the list of rules in the rules accordion.

• Rule Fire Count – The total number of times the rule has executed. This filter option is broken into the following two
parts:
– Quantifier: This selection field can have one of three values:

• “----“: The filter option has not been selected.
• “Greater than”: Only rules that have been fired more than the number of times listed in the following field will be

displayed in the rules accordion.
• “Less Than”: Only rules that have been fired less than the number of times listed in the following field will be

displayed in the rules accordion.
– Fire Count: This numeric field, used in combination with the previous field, determines whether a rule is displayed in

the rules accordion, based on the number of times the rule executed (or “fired”). This field is only displayed when a
value is selected in the associated quantifier field.

• Last Updated – The most recent date on which the rule was updated. This filter option is broken into the following
three parts:
– Quantifier: This selection field can have one of the following four values:

• “----“: The filter option has not been selected.
• “On Date”: Only rules updated on the date specified in the following field will be displayed in the rules accordion.
• “On or After Date”: Only rules updated on or after the date specified in the following field will be displayed in the

rules accordion.
• “On or Before Date”: Only rules updated on or before the date specified in the following field will be displayed in

the rules accordion.
• “Specific Date Range”: Only rules updated between the dates specified in the following two fields (endpoints

inclusive) will be displayed in the rules accordion.
– Begin Date: The starting date field (if the “Specific Date Range” option is selected) or the only date field (if one of

the “On” date options is selected). This field is only displayed when a value is selected in the associated quantifier
field.

– End Date: The ending date field, which is only visible if the “Specific Date Range” option is selected in the
associated quantifier field.

• Systems – The list of z/OS systems that have been discovered to have running CA OPS/MVS instances that are also
enabled for MTC-A. If no systems from this list are selected, then this filter option is not used. If one or more systems
are selected, only rules gathered from the selected systems will be displayed in the rules accordion.

Once all the required filter options are selected, the following buttons located at the bottom of the filter panel control the
effect of these filter options:
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• Apply Filters – Activates the currently selected filter options. Once this button is selected, the rules accordion will
display only those rules that match both the specified filter options and the “Search Rule” name criteria (if specified).

• Clear Filters – Unselects any previously selected filter option. This button does not apply the removal of all filter
options to the current list of displayed rules. To display rules previously excluded due to one or more filter options, the
Apply Filters button must be selected after first selecting the Clear Filters button.

• Hide Filters – Hides the Filter Options panel, providing more screen space for both the rules accordion and the rule
detail sections. Any unapplied filter changes made on the Filter Options panel will be lost when this button is selected.

The filter status area is in the upper right corner of the display. If one or more filters are currently applied, the status area
will display “Filters are active." If no filters are applied, the status area will display “No filters active”.

View Product Version Information
To view version information about your MTC-A environment, click the arrow beside the user in the top right of any page,
and select About.

This dialog shows you the name of the product and the version.
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